
Preferred Eligibility Rules DACOF 2014 

 

            Dogs entered by Handlers on a roster may be entered at a preferred level (defined below) 
in accordance with these requirements: 

1. The dog must compete at the skill level equal to its highest regular or preferred standard 
agility title earned  in any venue 

2. To qualify for a preferred status in DACOF, a dog must compete only in preferred classes 
after February 3, 2014.   

3. Preferred is defined in accordance with AKC jump height requirements that allow a dog to 
compete at 4” lower than their standard height as determined by their jump height card. 

4. Preferred competitors will not be accorded any other consideration other than their jump 
height.  Specifically, no additional time will be added to SCT for any run. 

5. Dogs running in preferred may be visually designated in a manner determined by the TS 
and BOD to avoid confusion. 

6. Preferred dogs will run in the same running order with all other dogs running at that jump 
height. 

7. Preferred dogs will be scored for both team and individual awards based solely on the 
jump height they run. 

8. Penalty for violating these qualifying rules will be the disqualification of the dog not 
eligible for the preferred designation and the elimination of the dog’s team from being 
considered in Team Final Standings.  Disqualification is at the discretion of the BOD upon 
receiving knowledge of a violation of these rules.  The entry of a dog in a trial at standard 
jump height after the requisite date will be considered evidence of a violation of this rule. 
Although the team will be disqualified, members of the disqualified team can still be 
considered for Individual placements. 

9. Entry forms will provide check boxes to indicate the dog’s standard height as well as the 
preferred height. 

10. Any Dog that does not have an official height card (temporary or permanent) may need to 
be measured prior to competing at DACOF.  It is the responsibility of the exhibitor to be 
certain the dog is entered in the correct jump height. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


